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Taking turf care into a new era
This combined Vitax Amenity and Supaturf catalogue provides everything turf managers
and groundscare staff need to nurture, maintain and mark out sports fields of every
kind at every level of sport, from school and municipal grounds to stadia that host major
international and televised games.
The vast majority of our
products are already well
established and trusted by
turf professionals, but in
this latest edition of our
catalogue, you will also
find some new, stateof-the-art equipment
which takes the
line marking of
sports fields into
a completely
new era.
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paint and the other for clean water
to flush the system when the job
is done. Use with Supaturf RTU
line marking paint for the easiest
of set-ups.

In particular, we are introducing
the Supaturf SWOZI marking
system (see pages 34 – 35),
which harnesses GPS technology
to take line marking into a
completely new era. It provides
the facility to line mark any
sports pitch from scratch, using
satellite navigation to provide
total accuracy and clarity,
but without the need for any
measuring out or time-consuming
marking string.

A new, enhanced Supermarker
Pro machine designed for
use with Supamark Aerosol
Paints, together with a specially
developed artificial surface paint,
which can be used in a number
of our line marking machines,
is unveiled on Page 32.

We have also launched the new
TFS (tankfree system)25 machine
(Page 40), an electrically-powered
line marker designed for easeof-use and convenience. It is
equipped with two detachable
drums – one for line marking

All our products are supported by
an experienced technical team
which is always available to advise
customers. If you would like to
discuss any particular product or
problem, please call us on 01530
510060 – we’re here to help!
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Turf Fertilisers

Amenity

Bio-active turf
fertiliser with
Amino-Sorb®

Vitax ‘Enhance’ is a unique range of fertilisers
specially developed for all types of sports
and amenity turf. The range includes
micro-granular and liquid fertilisers for fine
turf areas, a granular outfield fertiliser and
a water-soluble powder option suitable for
both foliar and root feeding.

Enhance fertilisers contain:
Amino-Sorb – amino acid supplement that helps turf
withstand stress conditions.
Powerful trace element package – includes elevated zinc
content for leaf strength, stress resistance and enzyme activity
Organic content – provides slow release nutrients for
maintenance level feeding after mineral nutrients have
been consumed.
*WSP – Amino-Sorb content only

Liquid foliar fertiliser

Micro-granular fertiliser
• Granules are 1-2mm in diameter – ideal for all fine turf areas
• Each granule contains all components to ensure even distribution of nutrients
• Also contains Bacillus subtillis – a microbial component that increases

• Easily absorbed, rapid response foliar fertiliser for fine turf
• Also suitable for root zone feeding at higher application rates
• Contains all components to promote stress resistance, deep rooting, sward

• Low phosphate analysis provides just enough P for immediate metabolic

• Low phosphate analysis provides just enough P for immediate metabolic

• Formulated to enhance nutrient uptake and utilisation, reducing fertiliser use

Can be used in conjunction with Enhance R for total turf nutrition

bulk and good colour

resistance to pathogen attack

needs without encouraging Poa Annua

needs without encouraging Poa Annua

by up to 25% (A 20 kg bag of Enhance R will treat the same area as a 25 kg
bag of most competitor products).

Formulations
Spring and Summer
Autumn and Winter
Enhance Prime (early and late)

Formulations
Spring and Summer
Autumn and Winter
Enhance Prime (zero phosphate)

15+2+8+2MgO+TE with Amino-Sorb
5+2+15+2MgO+TE with Amino-Sorb
5+0+10+4Fe+2MgO with Amino-Sorb

12+1.5+6+TE with Amino-Sorb
4+1.5+12+TE with Amino-Sorb
5+0+10+TE with Amino-Sorb

Application Guide

Pack size:

10 litres

Pack size:

20 kg

Foliar feeding: 200 ml/100 m² in 6 to 10 litres of water.

Application Guide

Pack size:

Apply at 15-25 g/m²

20 kg

Frequent application at the above rate is advised for maximum control of growth rate.
Higher rates of application will give longer performance with reduced application frequency

Apply weekly from March to August. Do not irrigate for 24 hours after application to
allow full foliar uptake
Root zone feeding: Apply at 50–150 l/ha in 600 to 1000 litres of water (500–1500
ml/100 m² in 6 to 10 litres of water)
To transport nutrients into the root zone

Water soluble fertiliser
Granular fertiliser

• A water soluble powder fertiliser containing Amino-Sorb
• Offers even greater economy
• Suitable for both foliar and root feeding
• High P formulation acts as a very effective turf renovator.

•
• Homogenous granules are 2–4 mm in diameter. All contain every carefully

Formulations

• Will deliver consistent results and uniform colour across the sward

Renovator
Autumn and Winter
N:K
Spring and Summer

Outfield

Ideal for sports pitches, fairways and longer-mown amenity turf
selected component.

Formulations

7+30+15+2MgO+TE with Amino-Sorb
12+5+25+2MgO+TE with Amino Sorb
15+0+25+2MgO+TE with Amino Sorb
25+5+10+2MgO+TE with Amino Sorb

Spring and Summer
Autumn and Winter

Application Guide

Application Guide

Apply at 15–25 g/m² (250 kg/ha)

Apply initially at 20 kg/ha in 400-800 litres of water (This rate should not require
irrigation. If higher rates are used, irrigate with 1 litre of water per m²)

One application at the start of the season will stimulate growth and soil activity.
Apply monthly from April to August. Apply Enhance Outfield Autumn and Winter from
September to November

Apply weekly if growth is required

Pack size:

4

15+2+6+TE with Amino-Sorb
6+2+10+TE with Amino-Sorb

20 kg
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Turf Fertilisers

Amenity

Organo-mineral extended
release fertilisers
•	Innovative organo-mineral fertilisers suitable
for both fine and recreational turf

•	Organic content stimulates microbial activity in

the soil to help improve rooting and reduce the
potential of drought stress

•	Extended nutrient release over 12 weeks
• Formulated to prevent flushes of soft growth
that may be susceptible to disease

•	Added phosphates enhance root development

Liquid LongLast – Convenient liquid fertilisers
• Contains UMAXX slow-release nitrogen
• Last for up to 12 weeks
• Formulated for UK conditions
Formulations
In-season fertiliser
21+0+0
Provides a quick boost followed by controlled slow release.
Contains seaweed extract to improve soil microbial activity and
aid root development
Added phosphate and potash 18+2+8
Ideal for sports turf constructed on a sand base or light soils.
Provides slow-release nitrogen with added phosphate and potash

Fine Turf

Application Guide

• Mini-granular fertiliser (1–2mm)
• Ideal for golf greens, bowling greens and other fine turf areas

Apply at 50 l/ha in 400–1000 litres of water (0.5 l/100 m² in
4–10 litres of water).

Formulations

Water in after application in warm weather

Spring and Summer
16+3+8
High nitrogen formulation
N:K
12+0+12
Spring and Summer formulation for areas where phosphates are
not required
Autumn and Winter
5+5+20
Formulation for use in colder periods with slow turf growth

Pack size:

20 litres
200 litres

Powder fertilisers with added humates

Application Guide
Apply all formulations at 25 g/m² (250 kg/ha)

10 litres

Pack size:

20 kg

• Added humates stimulate microbial activity to help create
a living, organic soil

• Encourage the development of deeper and stronger root
systems

• Improve nutrient uptake and plant vigour
• Help reduce stress caused by weather and growing conditions

Endure Winter Games

Formulations

• Larger granules (2–3 mm)
• Easy to spread on winter games pitches, race courses etc
• Effective in times of poor weather and high rainfall

8+0+0+2%Fe+0.5%Mg
A nitrogenous fertiliser containing magnesium and iron to improve
turf colour
8+0+6+1%Fe+0.5%Mg
Ideal for golf and bowling greens
8+0+0 (Iron-free)
Iron free formulation
2+0+10 (Potash Plus)
Use to maintain potash levels during periods of slow growth and
high rainfall

Formulations
Spring
Autumn and Winter

16+3+8
5+5+20

Application Guide

Pack size:

25 kg

Apply all formulations at 25 g/m² (250 kg/ha)

Application Guide
Apply SSD Microbial at 70 g/m²

Pack size:

6

20 kg

Apply Potash Plus at 50 g/m²
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Turf Fertilisers

Amenity

Weed & Feed Extra – Combined fertiliser, moss control treatment
and weedkiller

• Provides essential nutrients and helps harden turf to increase

• A triple action formulation that kills moss and controls weeds

disease resistance

• Has excellent turf cosmetic properties
• Use in late Autumn to replenish nutrients
• Apply in early March for an early start to the Spring renovation

while providing essential nutrients to grass plants.

•

Turf Tonic – Compound fertiliser for use at any time of the year

Can be used throughout the growing season to control many
broad-leaved weeds

• Supplied in slow-release, granular form, to ensure long-lasting

programme

action and effects.

Formulation

• Spread evenly over turf according to the label instructions.
The best method of application is via a calibrated Supaturf
spreader

2.1+0+2.5+3%Fe

Application Guide

• Dead moss and other debris should be raked out 10 to 14

days after applications. Bare areas should be re-seeded after
28 days to prevent re-invasion by weeds.

Apply as an Autumn/Winter feed at 35 g/m²

Pack size:

25 kg

Application Guide

Kieserite – Speciality fertiliser that corrects magnesium deficiency

Apply at 62.5 g/m²

• Readily available form of magnesium to help correct
magnesium deficiency in soil

• Where high potassium levels are present, it helps adjust the

Weed ‘N’ Feed Extra contains 2,4-D, mecoprop-p and ferrous sulphate
USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND
PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USE.

Pack size:

20 kg

Green-up Lawn Sand – Traditional moss control treatment and
turf tonic

ratio of potassium to magnesium

Formulation
16%MgO

Application Guide

• Formulated for the effective control of moss in turf
• Combined fertiliser and mosskiller
• Contains 4.7% nitrogen and 1.8% iron
• Easy to use – simply rake out moss 7-10 days after application
• Use from April to September

Apply at 170 kg/ha (17 g/m²)

Pack size:

25 kg

Sulphur 95 – Helps alleviate worm casts on greens

Formulation

• Micronised elemental fertiliser that provides slow-release

4.7+0+0+Fe

sulphur

• Reduces pH in alkaline soils, making them less attractive

Application Guide

to worms

Apply at 125-140g/m² (use the higher rate if algae or lichen
are present)

• Reduces worm casts on greens
• Easy to apply mini-prills

As a grass colour tonic, apply at 35 g/m² during the growing
season

Application Guide
Apply at 300 kg/ha (30 g/m²)

USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND
PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USE.
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Pack size:

25 kg

Pack size:

15 kg
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Turf Fertilisers

Amenity

Comprehensive range of granulated fertilisers specially formulated
for sports and amenity turf

Fertilisers
Fine Turf

Outfield

• High quality mini-granular fertilisers for use on golf and bowling

High quality granular fertilisers for use on winter games pitches,
fairways and general sports outfields

• Dust-free, uniform 1.5–3.0 mm homogenous mini granules
• Consistent and dependable performance
• Ideal for easy and accurate application
• Soluble nutrient sources produce quick green-up

• Release nutrients over a 4–6 week period
• Dust-free, uniform 2–4 mm homogenous mini granules
• Consistent and dependable performance
• Ideal for easy and accurate application
• Soluble nutrient sources produce quick green-up

greens, tennis courts and cricket squares etc

Formulation

Formulation

12+0+9+1%Fe+0.5%Mg
Well balanced Spring and Summer fertiliser with added iron and magnesium
12+3+9+1%Fe+0.5%Mg
Well balanced Spring and Summer fertiliser with phosphate and added iron and
magnesium
4+0+8+4%Fe
Autumn and Winter fertiliser is also ideal as a Spring starter application. Low
nitrogen and high potassium levels strengthen the sward and high iron content
helps to control moss
4+4+8+2%Fe
Autumn and Winter fertiliser with phosphate and potassium to give a steady
feed through Winter months. Encourages steady growth and improved root
development in new and established turf
11+5+5
Spring and Summer fertiliser that will deliver good all round performance

Application Guide

9+7+7 Outfield
Well-balanced Spring and Summer fertiliser
20+10+10 Outfield
High nitrogen fertiliser for boosting growth in semi-rough fairways and sports
fields
3+12+12 Outfield
High phosphate and potassium for a steady feed throughout Winter. Encourages
harder growth and improved root development
6+9+6 Outfield
High phosphate pre-seeding fertiliser. Promotes good root development on new
and established turf

20 kg
Pack size:

500 kg

500 kg
1000 kg

Apply at 35–70 g/m²

Organic Base Range
Blended granular outfield fertilisers for amenity and sports turf

Lawn Sand

• Contain 25% organo-mineral content to stimulate soil microbial activity
and reduce leaching

Traditional dressing for turf

• Provide extended feed for up to 12 weeks
• Organic source provides many trace elements (calcium, sulphur,

• Stimulates grass growth and provides excellent moss control
• Available in two formulations
• Easy to use on fine turf, outfield areas and winter games pitches

magnesium, manganese, molybdenum, iron, copper, zinc and boron)

Formulation

Formulation

12+6+6
High nitrogen for Spring/Summer application with a phased release to encourage
growth and aid recovery from wear
6+8+15
Low level nitrogen for all year round use. High potash will improve colour and
aid recovery from wear

4.7+0+0+1.8%Fe
Traditional dressing of sand, nitrogen and iron
3+0+0+7%Fe (High Fe)
Low level feed with good moss control

Application Guide
20 kg
Pack size:

500 kg
1000 kg
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Pack size:

1000 kg

Apply all formulations at 25–35 g/m²

Standard – apply between 70–140 g/m²
High Fe – apply up to 68 g/m²

Application Guide

20 kg

Application Guide
Apply at 25–35 g/m²

20 kg
Pack size:

500 kg
1000 kg
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50-50 Liquid Fertilisers –
Economical and fast-acting
and amenity turf

• Balanced and concentrated

• Utilises potassium phosphite (PO ) instead of conventional
phosphate (PO4)

3 has smaller, more reactive molecules and is fully mobile
in the turf – moving rapidly from roots to leaves and vice versa

elements plus magnesium
and soluble humic acids

ideal in dry conditions and
for newly-laid turf/freshly
germinated seed

• Available wherever it is needed
• Avoids phosphate ‘lock-up’, especially during Summer stress-

• Readily absorbed by

induced phosphate deficiency

foliage – avoids lock-up
in soil or substrate

Foliar and root absorbed –
less leaching

• Foliar applied, SwardPhite remains systemically mobile in

the turf, providing readily available phosphorus for energy
transfer processes in plant cells

• Benefits chlorophyll

• Safely tank mix with Vitax

production, enzyme
and protein synthesis
and improves disease
resistance

control products and with
Seaturf Superconcentrate
and Iron Extra

Formulations
Pack size:

20 litres

Formulation
(% content w/w)

• SwardPhite also aids uptake of potassium, calcium,

magnesium, iron and manganese under difficult conditions

Pack size:

5 litres

Application Guide
Apply at 2–3 week intervals at 4 l/ha in 400–1000 litres of water
(4 ml/100 m² in 4–10 litres of water)

Application Guide
Apply at 3 l/ha (30 ml/100 m²)

Apply at 30 l/ha in 600–1000
litres of water (300 ml/100 m²
in 6–10 litres of water)

wear and disease resistance

50-50 Soluble Iron – Produces

• Silicon is a vital component in turf nutrient programmes.

• Soluble powder

• Turf treated with VitaSil is more resistant to heat stress,

• Suitable for year-

use

Pack size:

10 litres

heads and stalky materials are mown off more reliably, giving
a cleaner cut, better appearance and faster ball roll

short-term pH
reduction at soil
surface

• Suitable for year-round

VitaSil strengthens cell walls, toughens epidermal cells,
regulates stomata action and boosts natural disease defences

• Turf blades are more erect when fortified by VitaSil so seed

• Provides rapid,

promotes dark green turf
colour

10 litres

drought stress and wear. The tougher plant cells are more
resistant to disease and stronger xylem cell walls help
maintain water flow under stress conditions to maintain
metabolic activity and improve recovery times

containing ferrous
sulphate.
round use.

• Toughens sward and

Pack size:

VitaSil – Liquid silicon stress reducer

uniform, dark green colour

50-50 Liquid Iron – Improves

Formulation

Formulation

Application Guide

Fe - 7%

Application Guide
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Formulation
4+25+9

MgO – 2.5%
Fe – 3%
Zn – 1.6%
Cu – 0.2%
B – 0.1%
Mo – 0.02%
Mn – 0.6%

Application Guide

Apply at 30 l/ha in 600 – 1000
litres of water (300 ml/m² in
6 – 10 litres of water)

3

• PO

• Contains all essential trace

• Non-scorch formulation is

18+0+0
High nitrogen-only liquid
fertiliser for Spring/Summer
use in areas with adequate
phosphate and potash
18+3+6
High nitrogen Spring/Summer
fertiliser with phosphate and
potash
5+4+20
High potash fertiliser for
Autumn/Winter use

SwardPhite – Innovative bioactive turf fertiliser

micronutrient treatment
for turf

• Liquid fertilisers for sports

•

50-50 MiNT – Micronutrient tonic

Pack size:

10 litres

Apply at 250g/100 m² in
10 litres of water. One pack
will treat 2000 m²
(e.g. 8 golf greens).

14% potash (K2O)+7% silicon (Si)+humates

Pack size:

10 kg

Application Guide
Spray on monthly at 5 l/ha in 400–600 litres of water
(50 ml/100 m² in 4–6 litres of water)
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Amino-Sorb®

Seaturf

Amino acid supplements that help turf withstand stress conditions.

Seaweed products specially formulated for sports and amenity turf.

Amino acids are natural organic molecules that enhance processes such as seed germination and root and shoot
growth. Under normal conditions grass plants synthesise their own amino acids but under stress conditions they
may need a little help. Amino-Sorb® is a proven amino acid supplement that helps turf under stress conditions.

• Help increase photosynthesis to produce good turf colour without rapid growth
• Increase soil microbial activity to breakdown organic matter and release nutrients
• Produced from the seaweed Laminaria digitata, considered the finest for use on sports and amenity turf

Amino-Sorb® F – Foliar absorbed supplement

Seaturf – SuperConcentrate

• Provides relief from stress
• Helps maintain turf quality by stimulating plant metabolism
• Increases photosynthesis rate and chlorophyll concentration
• Creates ideal conditions for weedkillers and fungicides
• Application has led to positive reduction of Dollar Spot on

• Ideal for early season root development but does not
promote soft growth

• Enhances the development of seedling turf
Formulation
2+0+10

Creeping Bent Grass

Application Guide

Application Guide

Apply at 100 ml/100 m² in 3–9 litres of water

Pack size:

10 litres

Pack size:

10 litres

Pack size:

10 litres

Golf and bowling greens –
apply 150–250 ml/500 m² in 15–25 litres of water
Tees, fairways and sports pitches –
apply 3–5 l/ha in 300–500 litres of water

Seaturf – Iron Extra
• Dual action with foliar and root uptake
• Produces fast green-up – usually within 24 hours – which will
last for 4–6 weeks

Pack size:

5 litres

• Added nitrogen aids recovery from wear
• Acts as a turf hardener, increasing resistance to disease
Formulation

Amino-Sorb R – Root absorbed supplement
®

Fe (6%), N (3%)

• Improves nutrient uptake
• Promotes healthy root growth
• Provides relief from stress
• Enhances seed germination
• Creates the right conditions for other turf treatments to work

Application Guide

Application Guide

• Dual action with foliar and root uptake
• Stimulates root development and chlorophyll production
• Nitrogen and potash aid wear recovery and resistance to

Before an event – 400 ml/100 m² in 3–9 litres of water
Maintenance – 250 ml/100 m² in 3–9 litres of water

Seaturf – Complete

more effectively

Golf and bowling greens –
apply 500–750 ml/500 m² in a minimum of 25 litres of water
Tees, fairways and sports pitches –
apply 10–15 l/ha in a minimum of 500 litres of water

drought

Formulation
12+0+6

Application Guide
Pack size:
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5 litres

Apply at 660 ml/100 m² in 3–9 litres of water
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Ultraflo Advance – Advanced, long-term, non-ionic wetting agent

Clearing – Effective treatment for fairy rings

• Stays active throughout the growing season
• Reduces irrigation requirements by up to 30%
• Alleviates the problem of localised dry spots
• Restores the soil’s natural ability to attract and retain

• Common on all types of turf, fairy rings are caused by a water
repellent fungal growth

• Any soil affected by a fairy ring may become hydrophobic
• Clearing’s special blend of surfactants work by re-wetting areas
of turf colonised by fairy ring mycelium

water

• Enables grass re-growth over affected areas

• Ensures even distribution of water in the rootzone
• Promotes deeper rooting and discourages dry spot caused

Note: Clearing is NOT a fungicide

by drought stress

Application Guide

• Improved water penetration molecule helps reduce

Apply at 400 ml/100 m² in 10–20 litres of water

run-off from slopes and the subsequent risk of
waterlogging

Pack size:

2.5 litres

Pack size:

2 litres

• Remains effective longer and requires lower water rates
for application

Early Start – Controls dew formation on turf

• Low dilution rates (1:19) mean far greater coverage from
a single tank

• Ideal dew control for golf tees and greens
• Provides 1 – 3 weeks dew control, depending on application rate used
• Can be applied all year round (depending on degree of dew formation)
• Does not need watering in after application (it is advisable to irrigate

Application Guide
Standard rate - Apply at 250–500 ml/100 m² in 9.5 litres of
water (25–50 l/ha in 950 litres of water)
Application at higher rates can last for a full growing season

treated areas before mowing)

Note: Irrigate immediately after application to help move product off the leaf
into the rootzone

Pack size:

10 litres

Application Guide
Apply at 1.2–2.0 l/ha in 400–660 litres of water

Ultraflo Advance
Tablets

Ultraflo Granular
Granular wetting
agent for use where
liquid application
may be difficult

Same active
ingredients as
Ultraflo Advance
Liquid and same
effects

• Ideal for bunker

banks and exposed,
windy areas

• Ideal for those

• Use at construction/

without spray
machinery

re-turfing stage and
after hollow tining
in Autumn

• Tablets fit

most hose-end
applicators

• Gives fast penetration
and long lasting
effects

• Convenient and
cost-effective
- ideal for spot
treatments

• Rapid granule

breakdown with
totally biodegradable
carrier

• Leaves temporary
foam trace
for accurate
application

Pack size:

Application Guide
1 x 250 g pack will treat up
to five golf greens

16

6 x 250 g

Application Guide
Apply at 15 kg (one bag)
per 500 m²

Pack size:

15 kg
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Esteem™ – Controls difficult weeds in amenity and sports turf

Easy Clean Concentrate – Fast and efficient way to remove algae,

• Safe but powerful, 3-way mix of herbicides
• Effective on stubborn weeds such as daisy, buttercup,

• Ideal for use on artificial grass and hard sports

lichen and mould

plantain, dandelion etc

surfaces and on paths, walls, buildings

• Low application rates and wide application window

• Simply apply and leave

(Feb – Nov)

to dry – no need to scrub or wash off

• Rainfast after just one hour
• Re-seeding possible after just six weeks

• Results normally seen within 48 hours
• Provides lasting protection against re-growth

Application Guide

Application Guide

Knapsack sprayer: 30 ml/100 m² in 10 litres of water

5 litre pack will treat approximately 75 m²

Power Sprayer: 3 l/ha in 200 - 400 litres of water

Apply to dry surface on a wind-free day. Brush off loose dirt and
heavy infestations of moss before treatment. Spray evenly until
area appears wet.

Pack size:

Pack size:

2 litres

Esteem™ is a registered trademark of Dow Agrosciences LLC.
Esteem™ contains 35g/l clopyralid, 175 g/l MCPA and 150 g/l 2,4-D.
USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY.
ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USE.

Contains 7.45% benzalkonium chloride
USE BIOCIDES SAFELY. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND PRODUCT
INFORMATION BEFORE USE.

SBK Brushwood Killer – Eradicates brambles, thistles, nettles

Vitax Lawn Clear RTU – Powerful, 3-way mix of herbicides in

and other tough weeds

a ready-to-use spray

• Can be used safely in lawns and turfed areas
• Ideal for treating neglected, non-crop areas
• Can be used to treat tree stumps

• Ideal, hand-help spray for individual weeds or

2 x 5 litres

small areas of fine turf

• Safe for use on grass
• Has the power to control tough weeds such as

Treatment times

plantain, dandelion, creeping buttercup and daisy

• Easily adjustable spray nozzle for the right spray

May – October:
Tough weeds and hardwood saplings
June – August
Woody weeds
Autumn – Winter:
Tree stumps

pattern

Application Guide
Nettles, brambles and tough weeds: By watering can –
use 30 ml in 6 litres of water per 10 m²; by sprayer – 30 ml in
1.5 litres of water per 10 m²
Woody weeds and hardwood saplings: By sprayer – 30 ml in
1.5 litres of water
Tree stumps: For ‘painting’ mix equal volumes of SBK and water.
For spraying, add 200 ml of SBK to 300 ml of water.
SBK Brushwood Killer contains triclopyr
USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY.
ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USE.
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Pack size:

Pack size:

1 litre

750 ml

Vitax Lawn Clear RTU contains clopyralid, 2,4-D and MCPA
USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY. ALWAYS READ THE
LABEL AND PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USE.
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Sprayers

Amenity

Specialist Products

Amenity

EvenSprey Sprayers

Vitamark – Super concentrated, economical blue spray marker

Battery-powered, pedestrian-operated spray machines designed for accurate and
economical application of liquid fertilisers and other treatments to turf

• Provides temporary indication of areas that have been
sprayed, missed or overlapped

• Can be safely tank-mixed with all herbicides, pesticides and
liquid/soluble fertilisers

EvenSprey 300

• Colour fades within 24 hours or can be irrigated away
• Does not stain – no permanent marks on hands, hard areas

• Four-wheel machine with rechargeable

or equipment

18 amp/hr battery pack

• Highlights blocked/worn nozzles and leaking equipment

• Handlebar controls with instantly
adjustable spray pressure

• 1600 mm wide double independent
spray boom

• Can be used with full boom or just

Pack size:

right hand boom (boom folds away
for transportation)

• 30-litre tank capacity (enough for

1 litre

Spray Tank Cleaner – Dual action to remove the most stubborn residues

600 m²)

•
• Spray lance for spot treatments
• Pneumatic tyres
Back to tank agitation

• Powerful blend of detergents and a ‘neutraliser’ strip out
all residues

• Cleans tanks, nozzles, filters, hoses and booms
• Helps keep equipment working at maximum efficiency
• Contains ammonia to render any pesticide residues ineffective

EvenSprey Club
• NEW 25-Litre Tank With 20cm Lid And Filter
• NEW Anti-Flip Tank Stops
• NEW Design Comfy Handlebar
• NEW Improved Filter System
• NEW Rechargeable 9 Amp/Hr 12v Battery
• NEW Storage Clip For Spray Boom

Pack size:

New
design

Defoamer – Eradicates tank foam and prevents foam reforming

enhanced
features

• Highly concentrated silicone emulsion in a handy trigger spray
• Disperses foam instantly and prevents it reforming
• Speeds up tank filling operations
• Prevents potentially harmful foam spillages
• Very cost effective

1 litre

Application Guide
A few squirts on the surface will disperse existing foam
15–30 ml in 400 litres of tank mix will prevent foam

Pack size:

20

1 litre
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SSR 100 DL Deluxe
• 45 kg capacity
• High quality stainless steel frame
• Deflector shield to control spreading pattern
• Suitable for all types of dry fertilisers
• Can also be used for spreading salt and Vitax Ice Free
• Coverage: 2.4–3.7 m

SSR 100
• 45 kg capacity
• Powder-coated solid steel frame
• Suitable for all types of dry fertilisers
• Can also be used to spread processed salt and Vitax Ice Free
• Coverage: 2.4–3.7 m

SSR 50
• 25 kg capacity
• Ideal choice for smaller areas of managed turf and lawns
• Powder-coated solid steel frame
• Suitable for all types of dry fertilisers
• Can also be used to spread processed salt and Vitax Ice Free
• Coverage: 2.4–3.7 m

Visit www.vitax.co.uk to view a video of the SSR 50 in action
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Enhance R 15-2-8

5

6

Enhance R 5-2-15

5

6

Enhance R 5-0-10

5

6

Enhance R Outfield 15-2-6

7

7.5

8

9

Enhance R Outfield 6-2-10

7

7.5

8

9

Endure FT Spring & Summer

5.5

6

7

8

9

10

Endure FT Spring & Summer NK

5.5

6

7

8

9

10

Endure FT Autumn

5.5

6

7

8

9

10

Endure WG Spring & Summer

7

7.5

8

9

Endure WG Autumn

7

7.5

8

9

SSD Microbial 8 0 0 +2.5Fe+0.5% Mg

4.5

5

6

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

SSD Microbial 8 0 0 Iron Free

4.5

5

6

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

SSD Microbial 8 0 6 +1%Fe+0.5% Mg

4.5

5

6

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

Microbial Potash Plus

4.5

5

6

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

Kieserite 16%MG
Lawn Sand 4.7-0-0+1.8%FE

3

Weed 'N' Feed Extra 8-0-4+3.6%FE
+WEED KILLER

5

Turf Tonic 2.1-0-2.5+3%FE

2

3

SulpHur 95

5

5.5

4.5

5

Ultraflo Granular

4

10

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

8.5

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

8.5

7

8.5

7

6

125g

75g

70g

65g

62.5g

60g

50g

45g

40g

35g

30g

25g

20g

Vitax Amenity Range

Rate per metre

17.5g

Designed for the efficient, cost-effective and accurate application of granular and
powder fertilisers and other dry treatments to sports pitches and managed amenity turf.
All feature durable, moulded plastic hoppers, corrosion resistant frames, pneumatic grass
tyres, heavy-duty gear boxes and positive, easy to operate controls

Amenity

Product

15g

Supaturf Fertiliser Spreaders

Spreader Calibration Guide

12.5g

Amenity

10g

Spreaders

4

4.5

5

6.5

7

7.5

9
5.5

6

Supaturf Outfield 2-4mm

7

7.5

8

9

Supaturf Fine Turf 1½-3mm

7

7.5

8

9

Supaturf Organic Base 2-4mm

7

7.5

8

9

6.5

These settings for the SSR50, SSR100 and SSR100DL are approximate and intended as
a guide only. Variations in walking speed, and roughness of ground surface may require
slightly different spreader settings. Due to the above conditions, the manufacturer makes
no warranty as to the uniformity of coverage actually obtained from settings listed.
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Winter Weather Products

Simple and economic solution to
salt spreading
• 27 kg capacity
• Ideal for pathways and
small areas

• Coverage:

2.4–3.7 m

1, 2

Unique ice-penetrating action
access routes safer
during freezing
weather

4

5

4

1, 2

50 - 50 liquid feeds

4

5

4

1, 2

4

5

4

1, 2

4

5

4

50 - 50 soluble iron

Vitax Ice Free
• Makes paths and

Liquid Longlast

Pack size:

Bag – 25 kg

50 - 50 liquid iron
50 - 50 MiNT

3

VitaSil
4

4

4

4

4

Amino-Sorb F

5

5

5

5

5

Seaturf

•

• Flakes lie where they
• Goes a long way –

Esteem

more efficient than
rock salt
fall to help prevent
slipping

Ultraflo Advance

25 kg will treat
500 m²

4

Amino-Sorb R

• Suitable for rock salt,
Coverage: 0.59m

3

SwardPhite

• Up to five times

processed salt and
Vitax Ice Free

Early Start

4

Clearing

3

SBK

Enhance F

Seaturf

1, 2

Amino-Sorb F

4

Amino-Sorb R

3

VitaSil

salt or Vitax Ice
Free (can also be
used as a fertiliser
spreader)

• Coverage: 2.4–3.7 m

Supaturf SSD60 Drop Spreader

Esteem

Vitax Ice Free (can also be used as a fertiliser spreader)

Ultraflo Advance

• Use with processed salt or

Enhance WSP

• Use with processed

SwardPhite

easy handling even
during freezing
conditions

for easy handling
even during
freezing conditions

50 - 50 MiNT

• Pneumatic tyres for

• Pneumatic tyres

50 - 50 liquid iron

control spreading
pattern

corrosion resistant
materials
50 - 50 soluble iron

• Stainless steel frame
• Deflector shield to

Should you have any questions concerning product compatibility or any other technical matter related to our
products please contact the Vitax Amenity technical team of 01530 510060 or email to info@vitax.co.uk

• 32 kg capacity
• Built from robust,

50 - 50 liquid feeds

grounds, car
parks, paths
and access routes
free of ice

The following table provides a key to the compatibility of Vitax Amenity liquid products, showing which products are
compatible and are recommended for tank mixing and those which should not be tank mixed. Please follow the colour
key and also take note of the comments and tank mixing advice provided.

Liquid Longlast

• 56 kg capacity
• Ideal for keeping

Ideal salt spreader for smaller areas

Amenity

Vitax Amenity Liquid Product Compatibility Table

Enhance F

Large capacity, pedestrian-operated
salt spreader

Supaturf SSR 70 SS

Compatibility Guide

Enhance WSP

Supaturf SSR 125 SS

Amenity

4

4

4

4

1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2

4

4

4

4

1, 2

3
3

4

4

5

4

4

4

4

1, 2

5

4

1, 2

4

1, 2

4

1, 2 1, 2 1, 2

SBK
Clearing
Early Start

Vitax Multipurpose Scraper

Double edged for greater use

Compatibility key

• Solid edge clears snow,
ice and other debris

• Squeegee edge

is ideal for
clearing water
after heavy rain
or flooding
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Pack size:

Tub – 10 kg

Compatible and recommended

Do not tank mix / Not recommended

Comments key

Tank mixing instructions

1	Avoid stress conditions
2 Well-established turf only
3	Duplication of ingredient or effect
4 Spring and autumn only
5	Late spring and summer

Always use the higher of the two water volume recommendations
when tank mixing. Mix ingredient 1 with half of the water volume,
add second ingredient, mix well as water is topped up to full volume.
Do not mix the concentrated ingredients together.
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Supaturf Line Marking Liquids
Whether it’s extra bright white lines for a televised international match or economical,
long lasting lines for a much-used municipal or school sports pitch, Supaturf has the
perfect solution.
Our comprehensive range of specially developed line marking liquids are carefully formulated to meet the
needs of every type of venue, from major sports stadia to village football piches – and to deliver perfect results
every time.
The environmentally-friendly line marking liquids are water-based and have been scientifically tested to ensure
that they deliver highly visible lines without damaging the grass plants or adversely affecting the structure of
the soil.

All Supaturf line marking liquids are:

• Stable in neat and dilute form
• Suitable for multi-surface use
•	Environmentally safe
• Suitable for use in spray and transfer-wheel machines*
• Fast-drying – all formulations require 15–20 minutes in fine weather
•	Rainfast when dry
*Note: Briteline is suitable purely for transfer wheel marking.

Bulk tanks and tubs
Most Supaturf line marking liquids are supplied in 12.5 litres drums and
offer dilution rates from 1:3 to 1:10 (the exceptions are the Ready-to-Use
liquid, which is supplied in a 10 kg drum and the unique, highly concentrated
SupaStadia Eco which is supplied in a 5 litre drum).
However, Supaturf marking liquids are also available in 800 litre bulk tanks that
offer distinct advantages to groundscare contractors and others with multiple
pitches and grounds to maintain.
Bulk tanks are:

• Delivered in shrink wrapped, robust, wet-strength Kraft containers
• Elevated on pallets with spout extension for ease of use
• Approved by the International Safe Transit Association
• Packaging is totally recyclable
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Paint Name
SupaStadia
SupaStadia
SupaStadia Stadia Sport
	Eco	AF				
Pack Size (Litres):

Briteline
Briteline
Supaturf
Plus		RTU	

Stadia	Artificial
Colours
Surface Paint

5

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.5

10kg

12.5

Grass

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Shale

•

•

•

•

Artificial Grass

•

•

•

Area of Use:
•

•

•

•
•

Hard Surfaces
Application Methods:
Briteliner Arrow/400

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TXE	

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TFS25

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TLS

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Supaturf SWOZI

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Line Marking Liquids
Sport

Ready-to-Use
Pre-mixed in our factory and ready-to-use, straight from the
drum. Simply agitate the drum and pour into your marking
machine. Ideal for use where time is limited.

Developed as an easy-to-use, economical water-based
marking liquid. The product of choice for weekly or frequent
multi-site marking where budgets are restricted.

• No measuring or mixing needed
• Ensures reliable and consistent performance
• Top quality, bright white lines
• Excellent durability
• Suitable for spray and transfer-wheel markers

• Ideal for economical bulk marking
• Specially developed for frequent application
• Very easy to use and very cost effective

Pack size:

10 kg

Up to 1:6

Briteline

Stadia

Specifically formulated for use with transfer-wheel
(box type) marking machines such as the Supaturf
Briteliner 400.

A technically well-balanced formulation that has excellent
‘price/performance’ characteristics.

The liquid is formulated with special binders that ensures
it adheres to the grass leaf to provide superior performance
over conventional whitening powders.

Popular with many local authorities and contractors with
multiple grounds and/or large areas to mark, Stadia delivers
a high standard of line whiteness combined with excellent
longevity.

• Free-flowing
• High whiteness factor
• Adheres effectively to the grass leaf

• Classic marking liquid
• Outstanding performance combined with good economy
• Produces lines with excellent longevity

Dilution rate:

Up to 1:3

Pack size:

12.5 litres

Dilution rate:

Up to 1:7

Briteline Plus

SupaStadia

A utility line marking liquid that provides reliable and
consistent performance at an economical price. Briteline Plus
can be applied via transfer-wheel and spray markers.

SupaStadia is recognised as the benchmark product for line
marking. It delivers superior performance for professional
users, produces excellent whiteness and has the stamina to
outperform alternative products.

• High performance at low cost
• Ideal choice for contract marking
• Formulated to stick to the grass leaf

Dilution rate:
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Dilution rate:

Up to 1:4

Pack size:

12.5 litres

Pack size:

12.5 litres

Pack size:

12.5 litres

• Superb results for professional venues
• Outstanding whiteness and longevity
• Good shelf-life stability

Pack size:

12.5 litres

Dilution rate:

Up to 1:8
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Line Marking Liquids

Coloured Liquids

SupaStadia AF

Stadia Colours

For use where only the best will do! SupaStadia AF is the
line marking liquid developed for high profile venues and
important events. A huge step forward in marking liquids,
SupaStadia AF delivers the highest quality white lines
expected for televised events at major stadia.

Smooth, flowable marking liquids containing blends
of water dispersible coloured pigments that provide
excellent colour coverage when applied to turf and a
wide range of other surfaces.
Stadia Colours have been specially formulated to create
sponsor logos and/or advertisements on grass or
alternative surfaces and have been used successfully at
major venues throughout the world.

• Takes line marking to a higher level
• Produces the outstanding lines required in high profile venues
• Combines the highest quality with ease-of-use

Dilution rate:

The liquids are also used where the requirement is for
coloured rather than white lines and Stadia Green is often
used to cover over existing white lines in multi-sport stadia.

Pack size:

Up to 1:10

12.5 litres

• Excellent durability and scrub resistance
• Recommended for application via the TXE spray marker
• Can also be applied by brush or roller
• Five standard colours with special colours by
arrangement

SupaStadia Eco

• Safe to use on grass – will not harm turf or affect the

Standard Colours
Stadia Colours are available as standard in:

• Red
• Blue
• Green
• Yellow
• Black
Pantone-matched and specific colours can be produced
on request
Dilution rates:
Recommended dilution rates vary according to use:
General usage – 1:4
Heavy coverage – 1:1
Stencil coverage – 1:2

soil

A highly concentrated, free-flowing marking liquid which
delivers outstanding results combined with environmental
and practical advantages (such as less packaging, less waste
and easier storage).

• Outstanding whiteness performance
• Advanced formula
• Eco-friendly and cost-effective

Dilution rate:

Up to 1:20

Pack size:

5 litres

SupaShots
Designed to give a whiteness boost to standard liquids.

• Choice of Stadia AF or SupaStadia ECO Supashots
• Increases whiteness and brightness of standard liquids
• Ideal for those big events at smaller clubs
• Big stadium results at a fraction of the cost
• One Supashot gives a boost to 12.5 litre of standard liquid

Pack size:

30

1 litre
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All-Surface Marking
Supamarker PRO

Artificial Surface Paint
New

Enhanced design for easy and accurate marking of hard surfaces all kinds.

•
• Simple and effective trigger control for spray
• Equipped with 2” precision plate for crisp clean lines (3” also available)
Four wheels for greater stability and precise control

Specially-developed marking paint for use on
all types of artificial surfaces

• Produces, professional quality, highly durable
white lines

• Can be applied by marking machine, brush
or roller.

SupaMark – Aerosol Marking Liquids
Solvent-based, Xylene-free, aerosol marking liquids.

• Produce strong, durable marks
• Use indoors or outside on all types of hard surfaces
including tarmac, concrete, brick, synthetic turf,
wood, metal and shale

• Can also be used safely on grass surfaces
• Touch-dry within 15–20 minutes
• Resistant to petrol and grease

SupaMark – Standard
Stadia Colours are
available as standard in:

• Black
• Blue
• Yellow

• Red
• Green

New
Pack size:

750 ml

SupaMark – Extra

Application Guide

Added pigments in the mixes for
even brighter lines.
Available in eight colours:

Excellent results when used with the SupaMark Box
Marker (see opposite)
A 750 ml canister will produce a 100 m x 50 mm line

• White
• Yellow
• Red

• Green • Blue
• Black • Grey
• Orange

Pack size:

750 ml

SupaMark – Stencil Kits
Biodegradable
Stencil Kits

• Ideal for marking out
•
•
•
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car parks, parking
bays, sports fields,
playgrounds etc
Made from organic
wood pulp, recycled
paper, textile fibres
and pure bitumen
Long lasting but can
be composted at
the end of their
useful life
We recommend
you use SupaMark
Standard on grass
and SupaMark Extra
on hard surfaces

Car Park Stencil Kit
Provides a total of 10 stencils.
Stencil

Dimensions (mm)

Arrow
Curved line
Disabled symbol
In & Out
Parking
Reserved
Stop
Straight line
Visitors

530 (W) x 380 (H)
530 (W) x 60 (H – left), 110 (H – right)
480 (W) x 790 (H)
Letter size – 250(W) x 485 (H)
680 (W) x 250 (H)
810 (W) x 225 (H)
820 (W) x 400 (H)
410 (W) x 140 (H – left), 110 (H – right)
840 (W) x 250 (H)

SupaTints
Create your owns colours using the SupaTint
range

• Ideal for use with Supaturf Artificial Surface

Paint, Supaturf Ready-to-Use or any diluted
concentrate.

• Tints available in Blue, Red and Yellow

Numbers Stencil Kit
Contains numbers from 0 to 9 in two sizes.
Stencil

Dimensions (mm)

Stencil
1&2
3&4
5&6
7&8
9&0
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0 (single stencil)

Dimensions (mm) of numbers
250 (W) x 380 (H)
250 (W) x 380 (H)
250 (W) x 380 (H)
250 (W) x 380 (H)
250 (W) x 380 (H)
105 (W) x 230 (H)

Pack size:

0.5 litre
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Satellite guided line marking
Supaturf SWOZI – Satellite guided line marking

Supaturf SWOZI
The Supaturf SWOZI system
provides everything you
need for satellite-guided
line marking.

The system includes a Supaturf tank free marking machine equipped
with a SWOZI marking actuator and an easy to use, handlebarmounted, touch screen, and a GPS base station.

• The system allows the immediate and accurate marking of outdoor
sports fields in one go.

New

GPS
technology

34

• No measuring. No setting up of marking strings.
• A completely new sports field can be marked out in minutes
• Existing fields can be over-marked in minutes.
• Single-man operation, saving labour and money.
• Compared to traditional methods, SWOZI can reduce time spent on
marking out by up to 75%

Pinpoint accuracy and improved line quality – the SWOZI direction indicator
assists the operator to keep the machine on perfect track and the SWOZI
marking system places the spray nozzle on top of the ideal line.
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Line marking machines
TXE 606 and 353

TXE Accessories

Enhanced design for improved performance and greater control.

A range of purpose-designed add-on accessories are available to improve the performance and/or increase the
functionality of the TXE machines

One of the world’s most popular battery-powered line markers, the TXE
now features a range of new, customer-driven design features that deliver
greater functionality, performance and control while making cleaning and
maintenance even easier.
Two machine options are available – TXE 606, equipped with a 18 amp/h
battery (5 hours on one charge, enough for approx. 15 football pitches),
and TXE 353, equipped with a 7 amp/h battery (2 hours on one charge,
enough for approx 6 football pitches).
Both upgraded machines now feature:

• Four wheels for greater stability and fully adjustable
handles for precise control

• Simple,thumb-operated ‘on-off’ spray control
• Easy to adjust line-width
• Easy to line-up and provides clear visibility when spraying
• Complete with detachable spray lance
• Optional side spray attachment and side pods
• Attachment available for fitting athletics attachment
and spray boom

All TXE machine offer the following benefits:

• 25 litre tank (enough for up to 3 football pitches)
• Line widths from 1” to 5” (2.5 – 13 cm)
• No noise or pollution
• Easy-to-use, handlebar-mounted, controls
• Reinforced side frames for added strength
• Fold-over handlebars for easy transport and storage

Marking Discs
• Ensure the sharpest line definition
• Fully adjustable for different line widths
• Easy to fit
• Suitable for use with TXE and all Supaturf spray marking
machines

Athletics Attachment
• Produces three parallel lines in a single pass
• Ideal for creating athletics tracks on grass
• Accurate lane marking in a fraction of the time
• Just five minutes to fit to the machine

Spray Boom
TXE 606 Pro and TXE 353 Pro
These models come complete with a factory fitted flush tank and
‘back-to-tank’ facility.

• 2.5 litre flush tank uses clean water to flush filter, pump, spray lines
and spray head

• No need to empty tank between jobs or sites
• Prevents build-up of residues to help prolong the
working life of the machine

liquid turf treatments

• Installed in minutes

• ‘Back-to-tank’ system enables pressure at spray nozzle

Spray Lance

• ‘Back-to-tank’ system also agitates liquid in the

• Ideal for spot treatment of weeds and/or disease in turf
• Increases the versatility of your line marking machine
• Easy to install

to be adjusted to suit conditions

main tank to help deliver consistent line colour.
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• Converts line marking machines into efficient power sprayers
• Can be used with TXE and TLS marking machines
• Provides an even spray through two special nozzles
• Handles liquid fertilisers, herbicides/pesticides and other
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Line marking machines
Briteliner Arrow

Briteliner 400

Transforming transfer-wheel marking

The Original Box Marker

The Briteliner Arrow, the revolutionary transfer-wheel marking machine,
now features a series of design enhancements that improve performance
and usability still further.

Tried and trusted by many groundsmen, the Supaturf Briteliner 400
box marker is still available to those who prefer traditional line
marking methods.

Developed as the successor to the original box markers, the Briteliner
Arrow is lighter, tougher, easier to clean and more accurate. Once set, the
Arrow will produce the same quality of line, time after time. Ideal choice
of machine when budgets are restricted but also the perfect tool for
creating stand-out lines for big games at major venues.

• Simple but effective line marking
• Hollow transfer wheel allows user to increase/decrease weight

• Longer wheel base and better weight distribution for consistent and
accurate straight line marking

• Adjustable transfer wheel to achieve required line definition
• In-built facility to ensure easy and accurate circle marking
• On-board brush for penalty/centre circle spot marking
• Streamlined tank moulded from ultra-strong plastic holds enough

to preference

• Liquid tank built from rugged steel plate
• Equipped with large pneumatic tyres for extra stability and ease
of use

• Height adjustable handle in tubular steel
• Choice of marking wheel widths – 3”, 4” and 5”
• Inbuilt facility to aid accurate circle marking

liquid to mark out three football pitches

• Tip-tank feature makes after-use cleaning easy and allows unused
marking liquid to be saved

• Tank is easily removed for thorough cleaning
• Triple coated steel tube frame
• Light weight means it can be easily operated and lifted by one person
• Range of wheel width options available (3”, 4” and 5”)
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Line marking machines
TFS 25 (tank free system)

TLS

The new Supaturf TFS25 (tank free system) line marking machine is
robust, efficient and effortless to operate.

No-compromise marking machine combining the ultimate in usability and quality.

It comes complete with 2 x 12.5L drums. The first, equipped with
dilution marking guides, is for marking liquid, while second is for clean
water to flush the system once you have finished marking.
The simple to use marker guides at the front of the machine can be
simply adjusted from 50mm to 120mm.

• Ideal for use with Supaturf Ready-To-Use and Supaturf Artificial
Surface line marking paints.

• Robust, perfectly balanced and effortless to operate
• Easy to use marking guides
• Designed to reduce waste
• Easy-flush system makes cleaning and maintenance simple

• Rugged but simple design
• Sprays line to the front and side
• Specially-developed wheel geometry makes it ideal for marking curves and circles
• Equipped with 30-litre line marking liquid tank
• Battery allows up to 4.5 hours of operation on a single charge
• Handles multiple pitches on a single tank/battery charge
• Built-in separate wash tank for easy cleaning

Contractors and councils will warm to the convenience of the TFS system,
which is built on Vitax Supaturf’s tried and trusted components and the
designs of previous machines.

Marking discs are an optional extra.
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Marking Out Accessories

Machine Spares and Machine Care

MORAT

Supaturf Measuring Tape

• Marking-out reel and twine
• 400 m of hard wearing, no stretch twine
• Can be reeled in after use

• 100 m, heavy duty,
open-reel fibre
measuring tape
in a strong plastic
case

• Metric and imperial
graduations

Spare Parts
All Supaturf line marking machines are manufactured at our own factory in Coalville, Leicestershire and as a result
we carry a full inventory of spare parts for all marking machines and EvenSprey sprayers.
You will find comprehensive listings of spares, for each machine , together with a reference number for each part, on our
website at www.vitax.co.uk/supaturf (Click on the ‘Machine Spares’ link).
Once you have identified the part(s) you require, simply call our Technical Help Line on 01530 510060 where our expert
staff will be please to assist.

• Complete with
folding handle

PLIFIX®

Marking Out Pins

• System to provide

• Purpose-designed for line marking
• Clearly visible bright yellow colour
• Double-point to secure in wet soil
• Tread bar to help penetrate firm ground
• Ideal for use with MORAT

permanent markers
for ground marking

• Implants – harpoon
screw and tufts of
synthetic fibres –
are positioned at
key points

• About 3 cm of the

Service Kit

Spares Kit

• Pre-boxed set of all

• Contains three sets of

the parts required to
complete one full service
of your TXE41
line marking
machine

all major components
required for TXE machine
maintenance

• Ideal stand-by to

meet most emergency
maintenance requirements

mow-resistant
fibres are left
above ground

• Available in packs of 25
• Colours available are Blue, Yellow and White

Machine Care
Supaturf Line Marking
Guide
• Handy, pocket-size
reference booklet

• Marking-out

information for most
popular sports

• Also covers up-andcoming sports

• Line marking

diagrams for 19
sports

Mixing Drums
• 3 x mixing drums per pack
• Drums set for a 1:4, 1:5 or 1:6 ratios
• Simple and easy to use drums just fill clean water
to the desired water line and then fill with paint
concentrate to
the paint line.
Replace the lid
and shake for
a perfect ratio’s.

SupaFlush

SupaWipes

• Non-ionic surfactant solution
• Effective cleaning of marking

• Heavy duty wipes for cleaning

• Provides a barrier to prevent

• Will remove wet and semi-cured

• Powerful detergent will lift

• Contain a powerful anti-bacterial

hands, tools and marking
machinery

machines

paints, sealants, adhesives,
bitumen, oil, grease and petrol

build-up of residues in pumps,
tanks and spray nozzles

agent to kill bacteria on dirty hands
and surfaces

off most dried residues from
machines that have not been
cleaned for some time

• Contain lanolin to prevent dryness
and cracking of the skin

• Use regularly to maintain

barrier effect and increase
working life of the machine
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Pack size:

1 litres

Pack size:

100 wipes
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On-line technical
information and support

Visit our website - www.vitax.co.uk - for detailed
product and technical information and to view a
range of training films about spreaders, sprayers
and line marking machinery and liquids. You can
also sign up online to receive our regular Supaturf
Technical Bulletins which provide the latest news on
developments in line marking together with hints
and tips on selecting and using marking machinery
and liquids.

Scan this code
to visit the
Vitax website

Amenity

Head Office & Technical Enquiries
Owen Street
Coalville
Leicestershire
LE67 3DE

T: 01530 510060
F: 01530 510299
E: info@vitax.co.uk

www.vitax.co.uk

